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Introduction
No one wanted to ride the bloody horse. Speedy Sal was notorious among
Modern Pentathlon riders for her unpredictable ways. ‘She had just arrived at
Fort Sam and she was real green. Hadn’t been schooled and didn’t know her
way around the course. She was just there to make up the numbers.’ Those are
the words of Duncan Page and spoken with the wisdom of hindsight. But on
that hot Texas morning Dunc learned that he had just drawn Speedy Sal as his
mount for the coming competition. It wasn’t all bad news; as problematic as
the flighty mare was, there were compensations for having drawn her. ‘Some
of the boys decided to toss in a dollar each and the guy who drew her got to
claim the jackpot. That was me that day. The memory still brings a smile to my
face. That horse could have killed me.’
Duncan knew his chances of a clear ride were zero after he drew the unpredictable mount. He had been warned that Sal would flat out refuse to go
through water. Despite the mare’s eccentricities Pagey was determined to do
what he could to steer her around the cross-country course. At the log jump,
Sal balked at the massive mud puddle in front and, instead of charging through
the water, attempted to sail over both puddle and jump. She hit the top log of
the jump with her front feet and did a spectacular equine somersault. Pagey
flew out of the saddle, did a tidy human somersault and landed flat on his back
with a substantial thump. A second later, the horse landed beside him with
a louder, earth-shaking thump. Lucky she didn’t land on top of him. ‘That
would have been the end of Dunc mate,’ he wryly recalls. But it wasn’t the end
of Pagey, and that’s a good thing. Otherwise there would have been one less
episode in Australia’s sporting history to record. What follows is the story of
a unique Australian athlete. The tale of Speedy Sal is but one of the hundreds
that make up a lifetime of adventures involving Duncan Page.
***
For sportsmen of the current era the idea of committing several years of
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one’s life with no prospect of monetary gain would be considered the height
of madness. But a generation or two ago during Duncan Page’s era, the lot of
Australia’s elite athletes was little more than voluntary servitude to state and
country. Their blood, sweat and tears were freely given because the desire to
represent one’s country consumed all other considerations. Australia’s history
is littered with the enduring names of men and women who pursued their
chosen sport for peanuts. Tennis? Hoad, Rosewall, Laver, among countless
others. Athletics? Landy, Elliot, Clarke, Cuthbert and the rest. Swimming?
Rose, Fraser, the Konrads – and that doesn’t begin to scratch the surface.
Modern Pentathlon? McMiken, Macken and Page will do for a start. Modern
what? Never heard of it. What is it anyway? And who are those blokes?
It’s a pity that the three names associated with Modern Pentathlon fail to
ignite instant recognition among the panoply of athletes that graced Australia’s golden era of sport because Don McMiken, Peter Macken and Duncan
Page deserve their country’s warm acknowledgement. Like their better-known
contemporaries these determined individuals dedicated their early lives to their
sporting goals. Like the many unselfish Australian sportsmen and women of
their day they sacrificed incomes and the prime years of their lives chasing an
athletic dream. Don McMiken, Peter Macken and Duncan Page proudly represented Australia in Modern Pentathlon at many World Championships and
Olympics. Their journey was long and arduous, accompanied by onerous trials
and moments of great joy. Never mind they only ran fifth in the 1968 Mexico
Olympics; that’s only part of the story. Their adventures along the way – now
that’s the real story.
How they got there. The sacrifices they made. The variety and number of
their achievements – that’s the stuff of sporting legend. This story examines
their adventures through the eyes of Duncan Page: surfer, athlete, footballer,
pentathalete and all-around good bloke. He and his two lifelong companions,
Pete and Don, deserve Australia’s recognition and warm appreciation.
***
I first ran – quite literally ran – into Duncan Page at the bottom of the hill
where Short Avenue meets Bundeena Drive sometime late in 1975. I was go8

ing for my daily jog having just moved to Bundeena which, at the time, was
a quiet little hamlet nestled south of Cronulla on the Hacking River and surrounded by Royal National Park. I’d moved in a couple of weeks earlier and
was trying to sort out a jogging track. It was my enduring good luck while
on that search to meet up with Dunc who had bought a place on the water a
couple of years earlier. We introduced ourselves, shook hands and the without
drawing breath Dunc asked, ‘What part of the States are you from Hunter?’
My Canadian heart sank and then rose in rebellion. What is it about Aussies?
Can’t they hear when we say ‘oot’ for ‘out’? Don’t they recognise the tell-tale
‘eh’ at the end of every sentence?
Pagey was attired in a ratty old green and gold tracksuit top. I was mightily
impressed and asked how he came to earn it. ‘Ah well, I was fortunate enough
to represent Australia at the Olympics,’ was the offhand response. That was it.
No mention of how many times or in what particular event. My new acquaintance was reluctant to discuss his accomplishments. As our daily jogs extended
into months and then became years, he divulged more about his incredible
sporting career. Never one to put tickets on himself, the stories were always
related in a laconic, almost self-deprecating tone.
If confusing Canadian for American was an inauspicious beginning, it was
only a momentary jolt to a friendship that endures to this day. In our years of
jogging together and after innumerable trips around New South Wales, I soon
understood that I was in the company of a gifted storyteller who was blessed
with a photographic memory. These days Pagey falsely claims that he’s losing
some of his marbles. So, I’m taking it upon myself to record part of Australia’s golden era – as seen through the eyes of Dunc and his two pentathlon
mates. Given that they spent a considerable amount of time together at Fort
Sam outside of San Antonio, Texas, it’s not too much of a stretch to describe
Peter Macken, Don McMiken and Duncan Page as the ‘Three Amigos’ of
Australian sport. Their genuine and lasting mateship courses through memories of their Olympic years and much of what came before. But before the
glory years there was just Duncan Page, the boy from Blakehurst.
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Modest Beginnings
It was a balmy Sydney day that Monday, October 29 in the year 1934. A bonnie
wee boy was born to Jessie and Clement Page. Duncan McIntyre Page first saw
daylight in a small Kogarah hospital just up the road from what is now the St
George Hospital. Indeed, it was only fifty yards (the imperial measurement
system was the custom of the times). The locality of St George is important
to the story because it weaves its way through the long and adventurous life
of the baby Duncan.
The McIntyres were that rare breed of early settler who gave active
support to the Indigenous people whose land they occupied. Family history
remembers the early McIntyres as turning a blind eye whenever ‘a bullock or
two’ went missing. The baby’s mother, Jesse Kathleen Haling McIntyre Page,
was a descendant of those decent pioneer folk. Readers of Peter Stewart’s,
Demons at Dusk – a fine account of the disgraceful Myall Creek massacre
– will have noted the name ‘McIntyre occurs frequently’. Young Duncan’s
father, Clement Edward Page, came from further afield – a lot further – having
been born in Grays, Essex, in 1900. The union of Clem and Jessie was long
and contented and, no doubt, this particular baby – their second (Clement Jnr
was the first) – contributed to their enduring happiness.
It was my pleasure to have met this modest and unassuming couple because
it gave a clear view of the origins of Duncan Page’s remarkable character
traits. Between them, Clem and Jessie encompassed much of what made
Australia what it is today. The scenario is not uncommon. A gentle and quiet
country girl, her feet planted firmly in the soil, meets recently arrived migrant.
They fall in love and produce two sons, one of whom becomes an exceptional
example of what it means to be an Australian sportsman. Together, Jesse and
Clem lived through much of their country’s youthful history: the early years of
Federation, a depression, two world wars and, after all that, they watched their
country become the cosmopolitan nation it is today.
10
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The Australia of Clem and Jessie’s early years together was a far different
place. People got on with their lives at a much earlier age. Duncan’s father, at
the tender age of fourteen, said farewell to the grey skies of Grays in Essex
and worked his way out to Australia. You heard that right – the young Clem
travelled on his Pat Malone halfway around the world at fourteen years old.
He hopped off his ship in Sydney and found work for a while on a furniture
truck only to learn that the First World War had broken out. Like many young
men in that turbulent time, the recent arrival immediately downed tools and
returned to the Old Dart. Somehow, he managed to obtain a berth out of
Sydney on one of the ships carrying the Light Horse Brigade. The intrepid
young man watched while the troop ship passed through the Suez Canal and
the First AIF disembarked in Egypt and then made his way home where at
fourteen still, he joined His Majesty’s Navy as a signalman. So great was Clem
Page’s proficiency as a signaller (both semaphore and flags), and so high was
his shipmate’s admiration, that he earned the soubriquet of ‘Cy’ – shorthand
for ‘Cyclone’. After the war, Clem returned to Australia on one of two British
ships destined for use in the Royal Australian Navy (RAN). The powers that
be offered the sailors the opportunity to transfer over to the RAN. The young
sailor didn’t think twice. Absolutely sure where he wanted to spend his life, he
jumped at the offer.
If Cy Page found a home in the Royal Australian Navy, the navy did its bit
and found him a wife. A shipmate had a girlfriend, and the girlfriend had a
friend. It takes little imagination to work out how it goes from there. Girlfriend’s
friend and shipmate’s friend were soon introduced. Jessie wasn’t initially keen
on meeting the friend but eventually agreed. The rest is history. Jessie was a
dedicated and patient naval wife. Her husband stayed in the service and served
with distinction, retiring after World War II as Australia’s most decorated sailor
(as opposed to commissioned officer).
During one engagement in the First World War off Zeebrugge in Belgium,
the Aussies acquitted themselves with such distinction that several Victoria
Crosses were awarded. There were so many deserving sailors that they ran out
of awards and the final two were decided by placing names in a hat. Cy Page
12

Modest Beginnings
lucked out and had to settle for second prize. In recompense he received the
Croix de Guerre and Palms in recognition of his valour. When seen together,
the vast array of Cy Page’s medals is eye-popping. He was never a big man and
one could understand how he might walk with a slight stoop when wearing
his decorations. To meet Cy Page you would never think that you were in the
company of one of Australia’s genuine naval heroes – he never mentioned a
word. Like his son, he was a genuinely modest and unassuming man. Duncan,
who almost never refers to his own accomplishments, is more than happy
to speak about his father’s. Early morning every April 25th, he lays a wreath
at the local memorial and says a respectful prayer. And Jessie, lest we forget
her, your son speaks thankfully of the patience and love that most gentle of
women showered on him.
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Big Red
Cy Page set up his family a small Kogarah house where they lived in the
interregnum between the two World Wars. It is worth remembering that Page
Snr was often at sea so Jessie had the responsibility of raising two navy brats.
Duncan was born while his father was stationed at the naval base on Garden
Island and, for those years at least, he was an attentive husband and father.
With the outbreak of hostilities in 1939, Cy sailed away with the legendary
‘Scrap Iron Flotilla’. The flotilla was to become the stuff of legend. It was
made up of five aging destroyers that the Nazi propagandist, Goebbels,
derided as ‘scrap iron’. Aging or not, the flotilla performed with distinction
in numerous engagements throughout the Mediterranean and later in the Far
East. By the end of the hostilities, of the five, only two remained afloat and on
combat duty. Aboard the flotilla’s leader, HMAS Stuart, Cy Page kept the other
ships aware of orders with his rapid and accurate signalling. A brief survey of
the many adventures that involved the Scrap Iron Flotilla makes astonishing
reading. It is further evidence of how in its early years, the Australia navy was
able to do amazing things with a bit of scrap iron and immense determination
and ingenuity.
As for his own contribution to the war effort, Dunc remembers standing
on his auntie’s Kogarah patio with the adults who watched anxiously during the
mini-sub attack on Sydney Harbour. No doubt the young lad made Jessie’s life
a complete joy during those long anxious years. And joy there was a-plenty in
that little Kogarah house when Cy returned. There were several more medals
on his chest but few words of how he came to earn them. The family patriarch
returned from hostilities exhausted and not all that well. But he had come
back with an absolute determination to raise his family in a rural environment.
The Page family did just that by settling in the peaceful country locale of
Blakehurst on the north side of the George’s River. At the time it was a place
of few houses and many bush blocks. It fitted their needs perfectly.
14

Today, Blakehurst is an upmarket suburb in the St George Shire replete
with brick houses marching in serried rows along winding streets, avenues
and closes. The lawns are manicured and fertilised from bags bought at
garden centres, not by freely wandering stock. But after the war, the suburb
was a different place altogether. Dunc clearly remembers there were just three
houses in their immediate vicinity. The rest was empty paddocks. It was a great
place to raise kids; and didn’t they thrive? Especially the youngest.
One of the Page’s neighbours, a chap named Oscar Myers, had an interest
in the trotting game. With two horses and a dairy cow on his neighbour’s
block, the industrious young Duncan was soon helping out with the milking.
In return, the boy was allowed to ride Oscar’s horses – one an eleven-hand
pony with the name ‘Tommy’. The other was a trotting mare named ‘Ruby’.
Pagey didn’t have to think too hard when recalling their names and that reflects
the hours spent perched on their backs. At that tender age, the young Duncan
was learning what hard work could achieve – even if the reward only involved
hacking around on horses. Mr Myers’s horses and the empty paddock provided
the inspiration for a lifelong love affair with the equine species. Tommy and
Ruby were the first in a long line. The love of days on horseback with their
scent and the smell of leather in his nostrils later took him across some hairy
jumps and near misses.
Duncan’s industry in milking the Jersey dairy cow quickly earned him
greater responsibility with his employer. It transpired that Oscar Myers was
also a substantial landlord who owned several houses in Mascot, the suburb
adjacent to Sydney’s airport. Pagey’s job was to accompany his employer on his
rounds to collect the rent from the numerous tenants. Mr Myers’s preferred
mode of transport was to drive a horse and sulky up the Princes Highway from
Blakehurst to Mascot. Those who travel that hyper-congested route today
might reminisce for that unhurried and placid time. The suburb of Mascot
was a stone’s throw from Randwick Racecourse and Dunc vividly remembers
that most of the houses came equipped with a stable out the back. There was
just the slightest chance that one or two of those stables might actually have
housed a winner.
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Hacking about with Tommy and Ruby was fine for a while but our budding
Olympian yearned for a horse of his own. He was eleven years old now and it
was time to move on from ponies and trotters. His father agreed and put his
hand in his pocket. This is where the employee relationship with Oscar Myers
pays off big time. After a few well-placed enquiries, Duncan’s employer found
a suitable horse, a sixteen-hand chestnut with a prominent blaze – known to
his proud new owner as ‘Big Red’. Red was a middling handsome horse and
seemed a likely mount for an avid young equestrian. The horse’s present owner
stabled him at Alexandria and, after being allowed a brief test ride, young
Duncan had found a new companion. He rode Big Red down the highway to
the horse’s new home at Bald Face near Blakehurst where he let him loose in
the paddock next door.
Modern Pentathlon demands a high degree of equine expertise and the
relationship that slowly evolved on the broad back of Big Red provided the
young lad with the requisite foundation. It wasn’t long before the young rider
tired of galloping around the paddocks and felt that he needed something to
spice things up. Ever the inventive individual, Dunc built himself a series of
jumps by using poles he dredged up from nearby blocks. These were suspended
from low-hanging limbs of trees and, in no time, a jumps course had taken
shape. Big Red was encouraged to take to the air and the budding jumps rider
soon learned to hang on. All this was completely unsupervised and devoid of
any adult intervention. How serious injury was avoided is unknown, but the
fact is the budding equestrian survived unscathed.
Today’s readers may shake their heads in wonder, but things were different
then. It is a matter of record that Clem Page had sailed across the world as
a fourteen-year-old and Jessie was a country girl for whom proficiency on
horseback was a way of life. Worry about their boy on Big Red? How else is
he going to learn?
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Deadeye Dunc
At the same time, he was developing his equestrian skills, young Dunc was
keen to become proficient in another skill essential to Modern Pentathlon –
pistol shooting. Duncan’s expertise with various types of firearms started early
and continued until he became nothing less than a crack shot. In the parlance
of the times, he was something of a ‘Deadeye Dick’. But wait a minute. A kid
allowed access to firearms? A mere stripling of a boy? Again it is important to
reflect on the temper of the times. It should be apparent that the Sydney of
Pagey’s boyhood bears little resemblance to the sprawling, hyper-crowded city
it has become in the twenty-first century. Even allowing for the vastly more
relaxed attitudes of a bygone era, the vision of a ten-year-old Duncan Page
wielding a pistol gives pause for thought. But that was the way of those less
cautious days. Although Australia was rapidly outgrowing its rural beginnings,
the vestiges of an earlier time remained. In addition to riding into town on
horseback or sulky, people thought nothing of carrying firearms, usually
rifles, and the firearms were almost always carried in plain view. After all, in
an impoverished post-war Australia, who could afford a rifle case? At the time
you could wander down George Street and find any one of six gun shops with
open doors. Try carrying a weapon on that crowded street today and a SWAT
team would come calling in a heartbeat. But in those days the casual carrying
of firearms wasn’t considered unusual; indeed, it was commonplace – and it
certainly wasn’t a matter of concern.
Dunc remembers the ‘Shooter’s Train’ that left Central Station promptly
at seven am on Saturday mornings to carry passengers to the rifle range near
Liverpool. The train service had its origins in the years before World War II
and continued long after. In the aftermath of the war, very few people could
afford individual transport so travel by train was an essential part of daily life.
The shooters heading for the Liverpool range were no exception. According
to Dunc, the shooters mostly carried big bore rifles – 303’s and the like. The
17
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mind boggles to think of carriages carrying heavily armed men out for a day’s
shoot, but that was unexceptional in those hungry post-war years. People from
near and far would arrive at Central Station for a day’s outing. Recreational
shooting was commonplace and the presence of a rifle on someone’s shoulder
was hardly headline news.
And did Jessie think about her darling boy’s intense love affair with
firearms? Not much, it turns out. Remember this, Jessie Page was a country
girl born and bred – and country life was plagued by rabbits. By pinging off
a rabbit or two country kids would provide food for the family table. It was
what children in her family had always done and what all country kids did.
Throughout her son’s riding and shooting escapades Jessie was never anything
other than serene and calm. As much as a mother of two active young boys
can hope to be. In fact, she would never have considered her youngest boy’s
avid interest in riding and shooting as anything remarkable.
Duncan’s remarkable and single-minded determination to set himself a
goal and then attain it showed up early. His newfound goal as a ten-year-old?
He wanted a pistol but lacked the requisite cash. What to do? An uncle living
in Kogarah suffered from a bad back and coveted the horsehair mattress on
which his young nephew slept. The uncle had a pistol, the nephew had a
mattress – the exchange was duly made. The problem with the transaction
was that the pistol came with a broken hammer and couldn’t fire. Undeterred
by that minor defect, the inventive lad set to work with hacksaw and file and
soon had his pistol in good working order. Dunc’s next foray into the world
of shooting came at the hands of his ever-generous father. Cy Page was a
teetotaller and not doctrinaire in his abstinence; he just didn’t drink the stuff.
But that didn’t stop him from using it as currency. He traded a bottle of
whiskey for a .22 calibre rifle which he then presented to his son. There is
some question as to the origins of the bottle of whisky but the grateful son
suspects that it may have originated in the naval mess. Wherever it came from,
Cy wasn’t saying.
Dunc went on to spend many happy hours with his new rifle and Big Red
at nearby Baldface (next door to Blakehurst). It wasn’t long before he and
18

Deadeye Dunc
his horse sought out more distant places to develop his marksmanship. A
group of like-minded kids had taken to congregating on Saturday mornings at
Kurnell, where they raced their horses and shot up five-gallon kerosene cans.
It was a fair sort of ride for Dunc and Big Red. They had to negotiate Tom
Ugly’s bridge and then ride into the depths of Sutherland Shire. At Kurnell,
the serene site of Captain Cook’s landing, Saturday mornings resounded with
the sound of young men whooping it up shooting at kero tins and generally
having a grand old time. Kurnell at the time was largely unpopulated except
for the row of Depression-era shacks at Boat Harbour. The kids ran wild
learning to ride and shoot and, miraculously, returning home unscathed just in
time for dinner.
For the young Duncan Page, all this provided the solid foundation for
what was to come later in his long sporting life. The lessons learned on
horseback and with firearm in hand at Bald Face and Kurnell were part of the
apprenticeship that led to a world stage. It’s fair to say that few would have
dreamt it at the time, and certainly not the modest young man himself. But
if determination and application are prerequisites for later success, Dunc was
already well on the way.
***
For a while it seemed that a life on the land was to be Duncan’s destiny.
His sixth-class teacher, the fearsome ‘Basher’ Grant, recommended that he
and another student be sent to Hurlstone Agricultural College because they
seemed suited to the rural lifestyle. There is an irony that the recommendation
came from a teacher who, on the surface at least, seemed ill-disposed to the
future careers of his pupils. Dunc retains a clear recollection of the time
Basher lined up the entire class around the walls of the classroom to receive
their due punishment. And the punishment was by any reckoning in extremis
when considered in light of current educational sensitivities. But in those
more rugged days ‘six of the best’ at the end of an expertly wielded cane kept
all but the most recalcitrant students more or less in order. Pagey confessed
that he was far from a top class performer in the scholarship league table. He
describes himself as ‘no great scholar’ and confesses to ‘not knowing what it
19
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was all about’.
With the full consent of Jessie and Cy, Duncan left Kogarah Primary and the
tender care of the legendary ‘Basher’ Grant for Hurlstone Agricultural High
School in the far reaches of Sydney’s west. The school’s curriculum catered for
students from all over New South Wales and was designed with the particular
intention of preparing them for a productive life on the land. ‘Hurlstone Ag’
as it is colloquially known has today become a highly sought-after school for
Sydney’s best and brightest. In Pagey’s time things were considerably different
– the best and brightest went elsewhere. In his time at Ag school, he attended
both as a day student and boarder – much preferring the day school where he
went home each day for Mum’s cooking and care.
No matter what the curriculum, a long-term formal education was never
on the cards for Duncan. As soon as he was legally able, he left Hurlstone Ag
on good terms at the tender age of fourteen. Although he describes himself at
the time as a ‘little fat kid’, Pagey was introduced to an interest which became
all-consuming. It was at Hurlstone Agricultural College that he took the first
steps in his competitive athletic career. On the school’s oval, which he describes
as little more than ‘a cow paddock full of paspalum’, the young man developed
an interest in hurdling – ‘I wasn’t any good at it’ – and, in time, the event was
later to become a matter of distinguished achievement. He persisted at school
even though, in his own words: ‘I was never the best. Not even good enough
to make the footy team.’ Despite his self-deprecatory account of his high
school athletic career, the ‘little fat kid’ jogging around the oval at Hurlstone
Ag wasn’t to know that he was already on the road to the Olympics.
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Bound for Vancouver
From Vancouver to Moree the ‘little fat kid’ spread his wings in a wide arc.
Neither place has much in common with the other, but the link will be
revealed in the fullness of time. Never one to let the grass grow under his feet,
after saying farewell to Hurlstone Ag, Dunc found work in Davis and Smith’s
saddlery in Darlinghurst. Not even a lowly apprentice, he was employed to
work around the shop where he learned the basics of what would become a
long and productive career. Away from his day job, Pagey remained an active
horseman and shooter. His interest in the latter provided the impetus for his
next great adventure.
A burning desire took hold in the active brain of the saddler’s assistant.
He was determined to spend his wages on a new rifle. Not just any rifle either.
After researching the matter Pagey had his heart set on particular firearm – a
Marlin lever action .22 rifle. But where to get it? In post-war Australia, it was
difficult to obtain many things and that applied particularly to non-military
firearms. Duncan finally located his Marlin .22 at the Hudson’s Bay Company’s
department store located on the corner of Georgia and Granville Streets in
the heart of downtown Vancouver, British Columbia. The store’s catalogue
assured him the weapon was readily available in that venerable institution
locals fondly refer to as ‘The Bay’. He had to have it. It then became a matter
of how to get to Vancouver. Today it’s fourteen hours direct flight; in those
less hurried times a sea voyage was the only feasible option and it could take
upwards of a month.
Time meant little to the now fifteen-year-old and, in his singularly
determined mind, the rifle would be his no matter what. Now to figure out how
to do it. Step one? Leave the employ of Davis and Smith. He could become
a saddler some other time. Step two? Find a way of getting to Vancouver. A
young mate he knocked around with in Blakehurst came up with a plan. If
Dunc joined the seafarers union, he could get a job as bellboy on a ship bound
21

